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From: Capitol East Business Association, Madison, Wisconsin 
Memo to: City of Madison, State Legislators & Governor Tony Evers 
RE: Regulatory decisions impacting small-medium businesses due to 
Coronavirus 
 
Good Afternoon, 
 
I am writing on behalf of the Capitol East Business Association (CEBA) as our community responds to the 
various impacts of the local and state orders related to the Coronavirus. CEBA consists of roughly 50 
small- to medium-sized businesses in our downtown Madison neighborhood. Together we would like to 
voice our concerns and immediate needs resulting from the significant damage associated with the 
Coronavirus Pandemic and the regulatory decisions it has compelled. 
 
Many businesses are at a critical point in determining if they even have a path forward as they confront 
the immediate evaporation of all cash flow. It is not unrealistic that 10-30% of the businesses in our 
group will be forced to close permanently in absence of substantial relief or mitigation. The dire 
consequences to the ownership and staff of these businesses, and to the economic ecosystem of our 
city, are real and immediate.  Information, financial support, and pragmatic consideration of the ripple 
effects from continued regulatory decisions are three key determining factors in how and if our 
businesses will weather this storm. 
 
Foremost we are concerned with the ability of our small business owners to continue to support their 
employees and their families.  For most small businesses the life blood of their business has been cut off 
due to measures enacted in response to this new Coronavirus.  That business interruption is forcing 
business owners to sever the critical chain of capital-flow by halting rent, mortgage, and payroll 
payments.  The consequences are likely to be catastrophic without a coordinated and decisive state and 
local response.  
 
We understand that Governor Evers has submitted the application to secure a U.S. Small Business 
Administration Declared Disaster for Wisconsin so that small businesses can file for EIDL (Economic 
Injury Disaster Loans). Thank you. On behalf of CEBA we urge swift consideration, at local and State 
levels, of the following additional measures: 
 

• Allow regional and community development authorities to leverage revolving loan/grant 
programs outside of established boundaries where they are authorized to operate and beyond 
statutory purposes. In essence, preventing potential blight rather than remediating it. 

• Zero interest bridge loans for commercial and residential property owners who will be forced to 
provide rent abatement; a domino-effect of rent/mortgage default would debilitate the local 
economy and significantly hinder post-crisis recovery 

• Encourage financial institutions to temporarily abate small business loan payments 
• Add additional state exemptions for payroll, sales, and use taxes for small businesses 
• Postpone the second installment of real estate taxes due at the end of this month  
• Permit March 1 delinquent personal property small business taxpayers to postpone delinquency 

and waive all delinquency fees   
-continued- 
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• Expand eligibility for the Housing Assistance Program and Homelessness Prevention Program 
grants, and determine what assistance WHEDA may be able to provide  

• Create a platform to efficiently transfer information in real time from governing bodies to our 
private sector businesses  

• Suspend boundary, temporal, and statutory restrictions of Tax Increment Financing policies, 
allowing municipalities to access any TIF balances to provide no interest/low-interest economic 
assistance loans and/or grants to eligible small businesses 

 
CEBA strongly encourages the City of Madison to continue to operate as an approval and regulatory 
entity to minimize disruption to economic development. We support and will participate in virtual, 
remote processes for committee and commission meetings. Delays and inaction will exacerbate the 
impact of COVID-19 on our local economy. 
 
Our businesses need to know what defined and quantifiable metrics (e.g. the number of new COVID-19 
confirmed cases per day, or some other measurement) that will define when the governing bodies will 
lift or modify restrictions on opening. 
 
CEBA and its members would like to extend their gratitude for everything that is being done in these 
difficult times.  Many of the decisions facing our business owners require guidance, resources, and quick 
action from our local and state government.   
 
Thank you for your attention in this matter. 
 
Stay Safe, 
 
Jon Reske 
President (CEBA) 
 
Capitol East Business Association members include: 
 
Dream Bank 
Robinia Courtyard 
Gebhardt Development 
Revelation PR 
Miron Construction 
Frank Productions /  
The Sylvee 
AC Hotel 
Brink Lounge 
Outrider Foundation 
Dines/Sprinkman Realty 
Spaces 
Reynolds Transfer 
Associated Bank 

Google 
Tin Smith 
Chalmers Jewelers 
Vintage Brewing 
Star Bar 
Zerology 
Indigo Hotel 
Strang 
Festival Foods 
Donde LLC 
Kismet Salon 
Cargo Coffee 
LJ’s Sports Bar 
Marla Berg Photography 

Smart Growth Madison 
McGrath Property Group 
American Family Insurance 
Earth View Yoga 
MG&E 
Salvatore’s / Darkhorse 
Stark Realty 
Artisan Dental 
Starting Block 
Omni Fight Club 
Big Top Events 
Fourcap Real Estate
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